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ANGLO-CHINESE SCHOOL (PRIMARY) 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE  

PRIMARY TWO  
SPELLING AND DICTATION LIST (TERM 2) 2009 

(Every Wednesday) 
 
 

Week 1 (25 /03/09) 
 
1) magnetic     6) amazed  
2) a bunch of keys     7) lug  
3) wondering     8) skateboard 
4) iron bolts     9) beg  
5) magnet      10) enormous 
 
 
Dictation 
 
 When we read about different people in stories, we like to know what 
they look like, what they think about and what they do. 
 Good writers describe their characters so well that their readers can 
see these characters in their minds!  
 
 
 
Week 2 (01/04/09) 
 
1) lizard               6) swim  
2) thirsty       7) shake  
3) fading                                8) rainbow 
4) cloudy                 9) awakened 
5) weather    10) somewhere 
 
 
Dictation 
 
 Arnold Lobel fell ill when he was a child. Since he could not go to 
school or play with his friends, he spent his time writing stories and drawing 
pictures. The children loved his stories. 
 When Arnold Lobel grew up, he began writing books for children. He 
loved to tell stories about animals who acted like people. He got many 
ideas for his stories from his own life. 
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Week 3 (08/04/09) 
 
1) screws               6) pulley 
2) pictures               7) birdhouse 
3) special tools      8) measure 
4) wrench       9) marker 
5) broken                     10) directions 
 
 
Dictation 
  
 Once upon a time, there were two best friends, Frog and Toad. Frog 
was not feeling well. He asked Toad to tell him a story. Toad could not think 
of a story. He walked up and down the front porch. He stood on his head. 
He even poured water over his head but he could not think of a story. 
 
 
 
Week 4 (15/04/09) 
 
1) appeared      6) enjoying themselves 
2) sneered                 7) jog  
3) decided            8) business 
4) library                      9) fault 
5) terrifying creature     10) lonely 
 
 
Dictation 
 
Books to the ceiling, books to the sky. 
My piles of books are a mile high. 
How I love them! 
How I need them! 
I’ll have a long beard by the time I read them. 
  

 
 

Week 5 and 6  
 
SA 1 Spelling revision 


